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GetGlam

Feel Fabulous!

Mobile Hair Extensions, Colour Matching & Spray Tans
Get the ultimate make over in the comfort of your own home.... Let
us go mobile not you. At GETGLAM we specialise in mobile hair
extensions, colour matching and spray tans. Everything you need to
get that sparkle back in your step...at a time and place that suits you.
Why leave the house if you don’t have to... let us get mobile, you
just pick up the phone to GETGLAM and feel fabulous!!!!
Full Head Of Hair Extensions only cost €170!!!. All Area’s of Dublin
and Ashbourne are Covered. NO CALL OUT CHARGE!!!!
HAIR EXTENSIONS

Get the hair you’ve always wanted, add length, thickness & volume
instantly with 100% human hair extensions. Your hair extensions will last
at least 3 months with no shedding or maintenance required.
We specialise in 2 non shed hair extension methods.

€10 OFF

A full head of Prebonded Hair
Extensions upon display of this advert

SPRAY TAN

Full Body Only €20

Top Up Only €10

Everybody wants that “just back from holiday Tan” but without the health
risks. Spray Tanning is the healthy alternative to achieving a beautiful tan
and no one will ever guess you’re faking it!!!

Phone: 086 1903480 | Email: info@getglam.ie | Website: www.getglam.ie
Hair Extensions
Review
There is nothing more glamorous or feminine
than beautiful long and healthy hair. Like many
women, I have always wanted long, luscious
locks but have tried and failed to achieve it on
many occasions. Although my hair has a degree
of thickness and bounce, once it grows past
about shoulder length, the ends are ratty and
structure goes out the window, making it hard
to handle or style.
I had always been curious about hair extensions
but never really saw them as a serious option
as of the many myths and misconceptions I
heard throughout the years like they are very
expensive, hard to maintain and they damage
your hair. So this year having truly come to the
end of my tether with trying to grow my hair
once more, buying endless products for volume
and doing everything but talking my hair around
to growing I decided to find out the truth about
hair extensions!
I did some research and came across a company
called Get Glam. Get Glam are a mobile hair
extensions enterprise that uses stunning 100%
silky straight human hair, pre bonded with a
nail shaped tip for quick and easy application
and removal. Each 18” strand contains AAA
grade human hair. I met up with Aisling and her
business partner Jackie to discuss the process
and left feeling assured that these ladies would
do a fabulous job on my hair and the old wives
tales about hair extensions are merely that.
Aisling told me that she’s hugely passionate

about what she does and customer satisfaction
is the number one priority for Get Glam. “As
an extensionist, it is so important to know your
product, what you are using, what it is made of
and how to safely and effectively remove the
bonds so there is no possibility of damage.”
“You get back what you put in. If you look after
your hair extensions and get them removed
properly by a qualified extensionist you won’t
have any problems and your hair will not be at
all damaged. Some people think that getting hair
extensions is a quick fix and they don’t have to
put in any effort. There actually isn’t much
maintaining them as long as you wash them
properly in a downward motion i.e. the shower
so as to avoid matting, use a good organic
shampoo and heat defence spray and brush the
hair thoroughly on a regular basis.
Aisling and Jackie arrived at my house with
their selection of hair and began the system of
colour matching and inserting the bonds. The
process took about two hours but it flew by as
we chatted about all things girly and they made
the experience fun and very enjoyable! I could
not believe when I looked in the mirror and
saw that I had long, silky amazing hair that you
would have no idea that I didn’t grow myself.
It is three weeks on now and they haven’t shed
and are in perfect condition. Aisling and Jackie
provided a professional and efficient service
and I would highly recommend them to anyone.
Your hair is so important , particularly to
women, so having confidence in a company to
do this major transition for you is paramount and
Get Glam certainly make you feel comfortable
and assured.

“It’s such a confidence builder and it’s
something a lot of people cannot have. If you
have thin hair you are never going to have long
gorgeous thick hair. With extensions, we can
give someone something they can’t naturally
have themselves and their reaction is what
makes us want to do this job. They often say
that they feel like a different person and having
this hair has changed their life and given them
so much confidence. There are not a lot of things
in life that can do that,” says Aisling.
Get Glam carry a large range of hair in all colours
can colour match and insert the extensions in
the same day and they can work around your
schedule coming at a time and place that suit
you.
For more information go to www.getglam.ie

